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Support for vector tiles in Support for vector tiles in 
INSPIRE view servicesINSPIRE view services



● Vector tiles
● Vector tiles and raster tiles
● View or download?

● Technical Guidance for INSPIRE View Services
● Changes to support vector tiles (draft)

● Some tips on supporting vector tiles on your 
map services



A vector tile is a vector representation of 
geographic data covering a spatially 
contiguous and rectangular extent



Vector tiles are similar to raster tiles: 
they partition a map in small, equally sized 

rectangular pieces at fixed scales, to 
provide support for fast map services





Vector tiles are different from raster tiles: 
instead of a pre-styled image of the geographic 

data, they are vector representations that can be 
manipulated, e.g. styled, client-side

Besides this, they can look better in hi-res displays, and can 
offer more interactivity (e.g. "map tips")





From the point of view of the web service, From the point of view of the web service, 
vector tiles and raster tilesvector tiles and raster tiles are almost the  are almost the 

same thing, and same thing, and can be served through the can be served through the 
same interfacessame interfaces (e.g. OGC WMTS) (e.g. OGC WMTS)

But encoded in a different format (e.g. instead of PNG or But encoded in a different format (e.g. instead of PNG or 
JPG, vector tiles will be encoded in JSON or Protocol JPG, vector tiles will be encoded in JSON or Protocol 

Buffers)Buffers)



Vector tiles contain vector data, but they 
belong to view services and not to download 
services. They are a representation of data 

intended for visualization.
The underlying features will be selected, mixed, 

simplified, cropped etc.



Technical Guidance for the Technical Guidance for the 
implementation of INSPIRE View implementation of INSPIRE View 

Services v 3.11Services v 3.11



Implementation requirements, recommendations and guidelines 
for INSPIRE View Services. 

It defines INSPIRE Profiles of:
● ISO 19128 (Web Map Service 1.30)
● OGC Web Map Tile Service 1.0.0

Plus some suggestions if the WMS-C profile for WMS 1.1.1 is 
still in use

https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/technical-guidance-implementation-inspire-view-ser
vices-1
 

https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/technical-guidance-implementation-inspire-view-services-1
https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/technical-guidance-implementation-inspire-view-services-1


Changes to the Technical Guidance Changes to the Technical Guidance 
to support vector tilesto support vector tiles



IR 82: The GetTile operation metadata shall be mapped to 
the <ows:Operation name="GetTile"> element. Either PNG or 
GIF format (without LZW compression) shall be supported by 
the View service [INS NS, Annex III, Part B ].

IR 82: The GetTile operation metadata shall be 
mapped to the <ows:Operation name="GetTile"> 
element. Either PNG or GIF format (without LZW 
compression) shall be supported by the View 
service [INS NS, Annex III, Part B] and, 
additionally, MVT, GeoJSON or TopoJSON for 
vector tiles. 



The FORMAT parameter of the GetTile requests 
must take one of these values depending on the 
vector tile format desired (the format must be 
supported by the server and included in its 
capabilities):
● application/x-protobuf;type=mapbox-vector
● application/json;type=geojson
● application/json;type=topojson



IR 90: Style shall be mapped to the <Style> element. The 
human-readable name shall be mapped to the <ows:Title> 
element and the Unique Identifier shall be mapped to the 
<ows:Identifier> element.

No changes to this IR but maybe a different 
interpretation, because styling is a client-
side task with vector tiles.
For example: if a certain style requires the "road 
type" attribute to be properly applied, requesting 
that style to the server could require that this 
attribute is included in the vector tiles



IR 91: As the capabilities document is a mono-lingual 
document, internationalized legend may be placed in 
different capabilities document for each value of the 
LANGUAGE parameter. It shall be mapped with the 
<ows:LegendURL> element.

Server defined legends are meaningless with 
vector tiles because they change with the 
client-side styles. The recommendation would 
be not including this element in the server 
capabilities (it is optional). 



Some  tips on the implementation of Some  tips on the implementation of 
support for vector tiles in your map support for vector tiles in your map 

servicesservices



● There are several formats for vector tiles. GeoJSON and TopoJSON are in use, 
but the Mapbox Vector Tile Specification (1) is the current de facto standard

● There are at least 3 service interfaces that can be considered to start serving 
map tiles (raster or vector) today: WMTS, TMS (2) and XYZ (3)
● There is an INSPIRE profile of WMTS (the technical guideline also mentions briefly 

the essentially outdated WMS-C)
● XYZ is the most common. The technical guideline for implementing View Services 

should probably consider it

(1) https://www.mapbox.com/vector-tiles/specification/

(2) https://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Tile_Map_Service_Specification  

(3) https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Slippy_map_tilenames 

https://www.mapbox.com/vector-tiles/specification/
https://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Tile_Map_Service_Specification
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Slippy_map_tilenames


● For the map viewers (the client applications), map styles are 
needed. You can create them, for example, with Maputnik (1), 
which is a free style editor for maps
● To use vector tiles as a source, it requires an XYZ server or a 

TileJSON file (a description of a tile set, by default following the XYZ 
scheme too)

● Not every client application/library is, yet, compatible with the 
style files created with Maputnik, which follow the Mapbox 
Style Specification (2)

(1) http://maputnik.com/ 

(2) https://www.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/style-spec/ 

http://maputnik.com/
https://www.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/style-spec/


● We have set up a quick prototype (3) with data from the Instituto Geográfico 
Nacional (Spain NMA) and two style definitions
● The client uses Mapbox GL JS (4), and the vector tiles are served using T-Rex (5) (XYZ 

interface)
(3) http://sanpetersburgo.internal.geoslab.com/demoVectorTiles/6/#10.97/41.6534/-0.8568

(4) https://github.com/mapbox/mapbox-gl-js  

(5) http://t-rex.tileserver.ch/   

http://sanpetersburgo.internal.geoslab.com/demoVectorTiles/6/#10.97/41.6534/-0.8568
https://github.com/mapbox/mapbox-gl-js
http://t-rex.tileserver.ch/


If you have any suggestions, Emilio Lopez, 
co-author of this work and a member of the 
technical subgroup of the Maintenance and 
Implementation Group (MIG-T) is here ;-)



Tank you!

Merci! Rubén BéjarRubén Béjar
@@rubejarrubejar
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